Bressingham & Fersfield Open Gardens: reasons for cancelling our event this year
The Village Hall is going to be closed for 2 months and as I'm sure you are aware, there are national measures that will make carrying on with the event difficult.
You may think it too early to make such a decision especially as our gardens are in the fresh air.
However, the hub for ticket sales, refreshments and stalls, i.e. the village hall is clearly not in the fresh air and in any case is likely to remain closed.
So, could we do without a hub? Maybe, but many of the organisers, gardeners and visitors are in the at risk category.
Also, we don't think it wise to continue spending money on publicity when we are very likely not to have any income.

Going forward and thinking positively:

**WE ARE NOT CANCELLING THE WHEELBARROW COMPETITION.**

Also, we hope to have our Open Gardens event next year instead. The 2021 summer 1/2 term dates are Bank Holiday Monday 31st May - Friday 4th June. Therefore our event would be one of the weekends either side of those dates, provided the Gardeners are willing and able to try again.

In the meantime, keep well and............
KEEP CALM and CARRY ON GARDENING
Katherine